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 Description  Description 

NT Cutter A553P Yellow, Especially designed for cutting car wrapping, 30 degree tippedNT Cutter A553P Yellow, Especially designed for cutting car wrapping, 30 degree tipped
blades perfect for accuracy and precision work, suitable for cutting films between lines andblades perfect for accuracy and precision work, suitable for cutting films between lines and
narrow gaps easily follows vehicle body contours, rounded top protects cutting surfaces fromnarrow gaps easily follows vehicle body contours, rounded top protects cutting surfaces from
scratching.scratching.

A553P is an essential tool for car wrappingA553P is an essential tool for car wrapping

Very popular tool in graphic studios for its accuracy and detail cutting.Very popular tool in graphic studios for its accuracy and detail cutting.
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Blade SpecificationBlade Specification

Blade Length: 72mmBlade Length: 72mm
Blade Width: 9mmBlade Width: 9mm
Blade Thickness: 0.38mmBlade Thickness: 0.38mm
Blade Snap-off segment: 30 DegreeBlade Snap-off segment: 30 Degree
Blade Colour: SilverBlade Colour: Silver

NT Cutter A553P comes pre-loaded with NT Cutter BAD-21P, 30 degree blades, spare bladesNT Cutter A553P comes pre-loaded with NT Cutter BAD-21P, 30 degree blades, spare blades
readily available, easy to refill spare blades into cartridge.readily available, easy to refill spare blades into cartridge.

Holds up to 5 replacement blades for a constant supply of new blades for maximum cuttingHolds up to 5 replacement blades for a constant supply of new blades for maximum cutting
efficiency.efficiency.

Yellow body stands out even in a dark placeYellow body stands out even in a dark place

Suitable for cutting through a variety of other materials i.e. textiles, fabrics, film, paper,Suitable for cutting through a variety of other materials i.e. textiles, fabrics, film, paper,
acetates, plaster board, stencils, matte board, soft wood, balsa wood and many moreacetates, plaster board, stencils, matte board, soft wood, balsa wood and many more
substratessubstrates
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